occupations, illustrations, if any, and references to the microfiche set by the number assigned. The key to the numbers, the handlist of titles which accompanies the microfiche set, is reproduced at the beginning of v. 3 of the index.
The index itself has indexes by place of birth, by occupation, by religion, and of women. The occupations are determinedly nonsexist-business person, military person, etc.-which can cause confusion. Is a female medical worker a nurse? And since doctors are usually identified as such, why is there no separate listing for them?
This set belongs in every research library, and any library answering questions on black biography should at least have access to this impressive achievement.-M.C.
RELIGION
Encyclopedia of Early Christianity. Ed. by Everett Ferguson. New York: Garland, 1990. 983p. $95 (ISBN 0-8240-5745-7) . LC 89-36997. This encyclopedia provides a onevolume guide to the history of the Christian Church from the time of Christ roughly to the end of the sixth century. Containing a total of 977 articles by 135 contributors, it surveys a wide array of persons, texts, places, councils, doctrinal issues, heresies, and a host of related cultural and historical problems. Given the existence of so many encyclopedias and dictionaries of the Bible, however, strictly biblical material is discussed primarily in terms of its postbiblical development. Some attempt is also made to document the major figures, institutions, and publications involved in the study of this period. To be sure, there are some surprising lacunae: one searches in vain, for example, for any article on the Dead Sea Scrolls, the Essenes, Talmudic literature as a source on early Christianity, or Rudolf Bultmann. Nonetheless, overall coverage appears to be quite comprehensive.
Each article attempts to provide a brief overview of the background, development, significance, and current scholarship on its subject as well as bibliographic citations to key source publications and March 1992 scholarly literature. The entries range from a paragraph or two to a few pages in length. A detailed subject index at the end of the volume provides additional access to the material. One feature that the nonspecialist reader, for whom this work is chiefly designed, may find confusing at first (since the explanatory note is buried in the introduction) is the practice of providing citations to patristic literature in the text by use of the often very laconic abbreviations employed by the Clavis Patrum Latinorum (BB309), Clavis Patrum Graecorum (BB311), and Thesaurus Linguae Graecae.
As noted, this is primarily a work for the nonspecialist, and it makes no attempt to supplant the many longer, more comprehensive or more detailed reference tools that already exist. (A list of some of these is provided at the end of the introduction to the book.) As such, the encyclopedia would seem to have a place in most general history and humanities reference collections. At the same time, as the editors suggest, its conciseness, currency, and offering of ready access to the major issues and key bibliographies may well make it of interest to specialists as well, particularly as an addition to a personallibrary.-R.H.S.
LITERATURE

Letteratura Italiana. Gli autori: dizionario bio-bibliografico e indici. Ed. by Giorgio
Inglese et al. Torino, Einaudi, 1990 1110,000 each volume (ISBN 8806115030, 8806115049) . LC 91-131315. This bio-bibliographical dictionary completes the Letteratura Italiana, directed by Alberto A. Rosa, which started in 1982 and now comprises twelve volumes covering "writing" in Italy from the late fifth century to the present. Much emphasis is placed on studying literature in its historical and social contexts with practically every school of critical approach covered. The series is a most comprehensive treatment of literature from sermons and orations, scientific communications, and historiography to novels and drama. The arrangement of the volume is in four sections. The first, the site index, forms the main body of the index and provides full information for locating reproductions. Entries are listed alphabetically by city or site and country and give the architect(s), if known, date of the work, the type of illustration, and reference to a book identified by a three-letter code (explained at the beginning of the volume). Part II, the architect index, lists architects, their dates, and their works and locations for reference back to the site index. Part III, the type index, refers to building types. Cross-references from unused forms of entry to building types used are provided within this index as well as in the site index (e.g., Agoras, see Open Spaces). Finally, a work index lists individually built works followed by location, again for referral back to the site index. This is a useful tool for locating images of many important works of architecture. This reviewer hopes that further work will supplement this initial collection with many more published sources containing hundreds more architectural masterpieces not included here. Arsenale, 1990. 277p. $56 (ISBN 3-598-10903-2) . This work is intended primarily for the use of professional planners, but can be useful for graduate students in urban planning, political science, sociology, and other related fields who must work with literature in several European languages. As stated in the subtitle, it includes 10,000 multilingual terms in a single alphabet (i.e., 2,000 terms x five languages: English, German, French, Spanish, and Italian) commonly used by town planners, principally those who are preparing for the European economic integration in 1992.
Since the intended audience is already working in the field, "definitions of the terms used were deemed unnecessary, insofar as they are presumably already known to the users ... " (p.v (1986, volume 5 in the series).
As new planning practices and theories come into existence, however, continued efforts to understand and communicate differing cross-cultural and multinational approaches to urbanization and the built environment will be welcome and needed. This small, inexpensive book may be the reference bargain of the year. Compiled by the German Women's History Study Group, it is a classified list of books, articles, and essays (unfortunately no dissertations are included) discussing all aspects-religious, cultural, political, and social-of German women's history. "All German-speaking areas are included until 1871, after which we took Germany as it was defined by its political borders. However, works on Austria are included until1918 if they focus specifically on women. Neither Switzerland nor the Low Countries is covered" (lntrod.).
The classification scheme is quite detailed and the sources wide-ranging. I was recently asked for information Listing multidisciplinary journal articles dealing with legal issues of interest to feminists, this selective bibliography is not intended as a comprehensive list of legal literature regarding women and . women's issues relevant to law. Instead, articles chosen for inclusion are written from a feminist perspective. Within these parameters,· the compilers have concentrated on legal periodicals, alternative press publications, international human rights literature, and social sciences journals, generally from the 1980s. Most articles are in English, but French-language materials published in relevant French-Canadian publications are included.
The work is divided into broad chapters on such topics as "Abortion and Reproduction," "Family Laws," "Feminist Theory," and "First Nations and Race." Some of these broad topics are further subdivided within the chapters. The separate chapters on book reviews and bibliographies are the only entries for Selected Reference Books 167 monographs. Although most entries have clear, concise annotations, the short chapters on bibliographies and symposia are unannotated; at least some of the individual articles in symposia do appear in the annotated topical chapters. Entries that could be listed in two or more categories are listed in each but fully annotated only in one.
Three indexes (personal/ corporate name, periodical title, topical) provide additional access points. Unfortunately, weaknesses exist in this area of the book. There seem to be a few errors in the indexing itself, such as incomplete pagination. Headings are still very broad. Finer subject headings and the inclusion of geographical terms would have allowed users to pinpoint more accurately those articles relevant to their needs. References in the index are to page numbers alone. This practice means that the user must search each entry on the page in order to identify relevant items.
Overall, this work will be a valuable addition to any women's studies or legal collection, but its value would have been enhanced by more careful and complete indexing. This comprehensive critical bibliography focuses on the history of popular American women's magazines, with chapters addressing women's magazines in general; the portrayal of women in the media; studies of content in women's magazines; the individuals working for women's magazines; advertising and ad agencies; surveys, marketing research reports, and promotional materials; the business of women's magazines; and selected archives and manuscript collections. Ten major magazines (Ladies ' Home Journal, Woman's Day, McCalls, etc.) are treated individually, but the best way to find material on specific periodicals is to use the subject index. For the most part, the periodical publications of societies and organizations have been excluded, although some "entries dealing with more specialized journals, such as suffrage publications, appear primarily when they shed light on or provide contrast to the more mainstream publications"(Introd.). The book is indexed by author and subject.-S.S.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
The Columbia Dictionary of Political Biography. The biographies are arranged alphabetically and, at the end of the book, the names are listed by country. Each brief sketch provides an overview of the individual's background and career as well as an attempt to characterize his or her accomplishments and point of view and to assess his or her place on the current political scene, thus providing more analysis and less of a detailed listing of facts than is found in the who's who type of biographical directory. No listing of sources or other bibliographical information is provided, however.
The work does an admirable job of representing all countries. Not too surprisingly, however, it emphas,.,izes Europe and North America, with fullest coverage provided for the United States (241 biographies) and the United Kingdom (166), March 1992 followed by the former Soviet Union (117), and France (112). It offers markedly less coverage of Germany (77) and Japan (46), to say nothing of such major Third World powers as China (35), Mexico (12), Egypt (10), or Brazil (11). It does, however, do a better job than any other single volume this reviewer has seen to date in keeping reasonably abreast of the ever-changing political actors of contemporary Eastern Europe.
The dictionary is quite current in its coverage, seeking, as it does, to document political leaders alive and active as of December 31,1990, and updating that with a "Stop Press" chronology at the beginning of the volume. Indeed, continuing to maintain that currency will surely be the ultimate test of this reference work. It appears that the editors do anticipate the production of updated versions, but it is not clear just how regular the appearance of subsequent editions is likely to be.-R.H.S. As in any compendium of this kind, particularly one compiled by one or two individuals, the specialist reader will inevitably find some distortions, misstatements of fact, and peculiar or incorrect spellings (the latter particularly noticeable in the section on Poland). It is unfortunate, too, that the narrative historical sections break off with 1945, leaving readers to reconstruct their synthetic view of the events of the past five decades from the various analytic sections and the skeleton chronology at the end. Nonetheless, the book is an impressive achievement, providing ready access to detailed information on a host of questions and a useful format for a comparison of these often very diverse societies. Fairly recent statistical data (much of it for 1988) on such matters as population, work force, tourism, industry, agriculture, trade, health, education, and so forth are provided for the same periods for each country.
Encyclopedia of the Second
To be sure, the revolutionary changes of the last two years have rapidly overtaken and outdated the descriptions provided here. What seemed until only recently to be an unshe1kable feature of the world scene is melting away before our eyes, making it increasingly difficult to speak of this already very heterogeneous collection of countries as any kind of separate "world." One can hardly fault the authors here, of course. They have clearly made valiant efforts to bring parts of the text up to date, although not always with equal success. In any case, it will certainly be some time before such an encyclopedic compendium can be undertaken again (if, indeed, another work of this kind will ever be possible). For the meantime, however, the volume should serve as a useful takeoff point in making some sense of these societies as they abandon the ideological and institutional conformity that once united them and struggle to evolve new, individual forms of economic and politicallife.-R.H.S. A typical entry for a person includes brief biographical data (dates and places of birth and death, professional activities), peace ac:;tivities, and a fairly substantial bibliography of works by and about the individual and the location of the archival resources (papers, oral history sources, etc.).
The section of advocacy periodicals lists names of publishers, editors, editorial board members, along with the publication data under _each periodical title. An asterisk denotes that the person is included in the dictionary section.
In view of the importance of the media in shaping public opinion and policy, this work is a welcome contribution to peace studies.-] .S. was arranged in alphabetical form, it was "a quirky and idiosyncratic set of essays, long and short, by a particular group of mythologists, most of whom are French and all of whom participate in the French school of mythology in its broadest sense" (Pref.). Rather than a dispassionate survey, the French edition offered an uneven and arbitrary treatment of topics in mythology, concentrating, for instance, on Francophone Africa to the neglect of other cultures and omitting Judaism and Islam altogether. At the same time, it provided a "snapshot" of the influential French scholarship engendered by Claude Levi-Strauss and Georges Dumezil, which makes use of terminology and techniques from the disparate fields of semantics, literary criticism, anthropology, theology, linguistics, and sociology in the study of myth. Hoping to "minimize [the work's] weaknesses, emphasize its sometimes hidden strengths, and make it useful to the English-speaking reader in new ways," the French alphabetical arrangement has been reorganized into ten main sections covering Africa; the ancient Near East; Celts, Norse, Slavs, Caucasians, and their neighbors; Greece; Rome; Western civilization in the Christian era; South Asia, Iran, and Buddhism; Southeast Asia; East Asia and Inner Asia; and the Americas and the South Pacific. In addition, an introductory section covers the interpretation of mythology, mythography, and prehistoric religion.
FOLKLORE AND MYTHOLOGY
Mythologies
Within each section are approximately fifty signed articles on specific topics, themes, characters, and motifs with copious illustrations. Entries range in length from two sentences (Rhadamanthys) to several thousand words (The Problem of Evil). Coverage is inconsistent: some chapters dwell at length on literary or psychological studies and motifs while others seem more taken up with ethnography or folklore. The organization of the work into geographical chapters makes for fascinating browsing but does require frequent consultation of the general index for discussion of particular themes or phenomena in different cultures. Most articles conclude with March 1992 bibliographies, but Mythologies remains very much a work in translation-the bibliographies cite French translations of texts, rather than English versions. Another small bibliographic complaint is the lack of an author index or general bibliography: since so many of these articles were written by the most influential scholars working today, it would be nice to be able to locate, for instance, all the articles by Pierre Vidal-Naquet or Nicole Loraux.
This handsomely illustrated pair of volumes would be as at home on a coffee been mainstays of bibliographic research for historians. The volumes are noted for their broad and comprehensive coverage of English-language major monographs, articles, and dissertations in the historical field, as well as for serious coverage of much major foreign-language literature. Nonetheless, those interested in focusing in quickly on a specific topic rather than browsing through broader subject categories have long been hampered by these publications' somewhat cumbersome and murky system of subject indexing. Given limitations of access and cost, use of the online database version of these indexes has not been a satisfactory alternative, despite the infinitely greater efficiencies of the latter method of searching. Hence, it is with considerable enthusiasm that librarians can greet the long awaited compact disk versions of both these publications, which promise to combine the power of electronic searching with the convenience and flexibility of consulting a reference tool locally rather than online. The enthusiasm must be tempered, however, by two troubling facts. The first is the reported plan of the publisher, ABC-Clio, to limit the period of coverage on this disk to the last five years of indexing only. The second is the publisher's decision not to make use of any preexisting CD-ROM searching interface, but instead to come up with a customized software package of its own. As a result, end users will be forced to spend time learning (or, even more likely, being taught) yet another set of protocols rather than simply sitting down and beginning to search for the information they want. Moreover, the current version of the software has some slightly irritating features: no provision for searching by descriptor alone on the simpler onepage version of the search screen (it is included on a much more detailed multi page version that is less convenient to use); the need to use adjacency characters between elements in a string, even in the author field; narrow search fields, which can make the composition and editing of complex Boolean searches a cumbersome business; difficulty in comfortably and efficiently inserting terms from the indexes into the search fields; and an awkward print menu that is likely to trap the unwary user into printing an entire list of references rather than just the ones he or she wants.
All such problems aside, it is clear that this is one of the most significant (if not the most significant) additions to the store of electronic reference tools this Selected Reference Books 171 year. It has been this reviewer's experience that, regardless of the difficulties of the current software, library patrons introduced to this product have embraced it enthusiastically as an alternative to the much more time-consuming consultation of the printed volumes. In time, particularly if the range of coverage were to increase, it is hard to imagine that any serious research library now subscribing to the printed versions of this product could resist obtaining the CD-ROM. Reference librarians can only hope that, if switching to one of the standard interfaces is impossible, at least subsequent updates of the software will address some of the aforementioned problems.-R.H.S.
Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium. Ed.-inchief, Alexander P. Kazhdan. New York: Oxford Univ. Pr., 1991. 3v. $275 (ISBN 0-19-504652-8) . LC 90-23208. The Byzantine Empire, which endured for at least twelve centuries and extended at its zenith from Gibraltar to Armenia, from the Danube to the Nile, remains a large lacuna in the minds of most people otherwise well-versed in the intricacies of European history.
Indeed, even our term Byzantine is a misnomer, as the inhabitants of Constantine's realm never thought of themselves as anything other than the legitimate successors to the Roman Empire. The curious student or researcher might find some helpful information about Byzantium in recent reference books such as the Dictionary of the Middle Ages (DA164), and several bibliographic compendiums in various languages have been issued throughout this century. However, until now, no comprehensive, up-to-date Englishlanguage source existed; this omission left beginning students to confront a bewildering array of Russian, Greek, German, and French monographs on particular topics.
The paucity of reference sources in any language-the aborted Reallexikon der Byzantinistik (Amsterdam: Hakkart, 1968-76) ceased after the publication of only six fascicles-makes the new Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium doubly welcome.
Seven years in the making, this dictionary contains over 5,000 signed entries on the persons, institutions, geography, politics, arts, economics, and religions of the empire from the fourth through the fifteenth centuries. Articles vary in length from a paragraph to several pages, and all include short bibliographies of recommended texts, editions, or translations as well as secondary literature. Greek translations or transliterations are provided for most entries; cross-references to related articles are included in the text. Approximately fifty black and white maps and genealogical tables, as well as photographs and line drawings of art works, manuscripts, architecture, and portraits are scattered throughout the volumes.
Articles are for the most part wellwritten and concise, though many require a great deal of page-turning to track down all the cross-references to scholarly terminology or obscure persons or places (e.g., chrysobull, proskynesis, automata, etc.). Though many of the entries are devoted to emperors and their courts, church prelates and theology, and all the appurtenances of the public realm, readers will enjoy the many articles on different aspects of the private life and customs of ordinary people, such as the entries on diet, wine, weddings, ink, beasts of burden, and childhood.
However, two defects may hinder the use of this work. The lack of an index forces readers to hunt through the three volumes for related articles on their topic. The second problem is the editorial choice of letter-by-letter, rather than word-byword alphabetization. This arrangement can cause articles on similar topics to be separated by nonrelated entries. For example, Arta (a town in Northwestern Greece) comes between "Art" and "Art and the West." Unfortunately, many browsers may never find the second, important entry unless they pay close attention to the cross-references in the first article.
Despite this minor difficulty and the more serious lack of an index, the The author discusses both the use of primary and secondary sources, published and unpublished: statistical, narrative, bibliographic, cartographic, or pictorial, carried out through topical chapters, e.g., "Education," "Poverty," "Health and Crime," "Manufacturing, Mining, and Business Activity." The religion chapter provides a good example of Stephens's method. First Stephens presents ideas for research, e.g., a history of an individual church or parish, the growth of regional administrative structures, the religious activities of northern churches in the South during Reconstruction, relations between ethnicity and religion, church attitudes toward morality or a controversy, etc. He then discusses the general primary and secondary sources, including denominational and business directories, travelers' accounts, sermons, maps and plans, photographs, general and denominational newspapers and periodicals. Sections then cover denominational records and collections and sources for missionary work. The chapter ends with an examination of the usefulness of government records both federal and state (e.g., census) and county (e.g., probate records, marriage and death records, tax lists).
The index covers topics or themes addressed in the discussions but not to the examples or authors cited. For researchers (not necessarily academic) of nineteenth-century American history this guide will be of immense help. (Oryx, 1987. 210p.) . This new edition has increased the number of words treated from about 3,000 to 5,000 (with 15,000 alternatives), expanded the "Writing Guidelines" portion, dropped the section of readings, and changed the bibliography to a brief paragraph, "For Further Reading," which cites a few of the important, more recently published books. gives a brief chronology of the author, a complete list of published works with a select list of bibliographies and critical studies, and a signed critical essay. The difference is that this set addresses few living writers. The previous edition was arranged by broad periods, e.g., the beginnings of English literature and the Renaissance, and twentieth-century poetry. The present edition has introductory essays on periods and genres, but the authors are presented in alphabetical order, followed by a special section of discussion of specific novels. The book is indexed by title. (New York: Macmillan, 1991. 437p., $90) . Besides providing a vast number of quotations to "supplement the biography articles" and "to highlight some social science idea, theme or general finding" (Pref.), the volume is a March 1992 very handy ready reference tool in its own right. Most admirable is the exact bibliographical reference to the source of the quote with page or paragraph. It is delightful to see that Professor Merton has included relevant quotations for "Standing on the shoulders of giants" with a neat twist in the most current expression of that term. The arrangement is alphabetical by author with a good subject index. 
